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We present a new scheme to perform noise resilient universal adiabatic quantum computation
using two-body interactions. To achieve this, we introduce a new family of error detecting subsystem
codes whose gauge generators and a set of their logical operators — capable of encoding universal
Hamiltonian computations — can be implemented using two-body interactions. Logical operators
of the code are used to encode any given computational Hamiltonian, and the gauge operators are
used to construct a penalty Hamiltonian whose ground subspace is protected against local-errors. In
contrast to previous approaches, the constructed penalty Hamiltonian does not necessarily commute
with the encoded computational Hamiltonians, but for our construction the undesirable effect of
the penalty Hamiltonian on the computation can be compensated by a simple modification of the
implemented Hamiltonians.
We also investigate whether a similar scheme can be constructed by encoding the computational
Hamiltonian using only bare-logical operators of subsystem codes, to guarantee that computational
Hamiltonian commutes with the penalty Hamiltonian. We prove a no-go theorem showing that
restricting to two-body interactions and using any general CSS-type subsystem codes, such a con-
struction cannot encode systems beyond an Ising chain in a transverse field. We point out that
such a chain is universal for Hamiltonian-based quantum computation, but it is not universal for
ground-state quantum computation.
INTRODUCTION
A general approach to reducing the effect of noise on
any system is to introduce redundancy, in such a way that
the larger system is more protected against the noise.
Quantum codes capable of detecting the presence of a
targeted set of errors provide a systematic way of en-
coding an arbitrary system into a larger system which is
protected against errors.
A scheme to use quantum codes to protect a
Hamiltonian-based quantum computation [1, 2] was in-
troduced by Jordan, Farhi, and Shor [3]. In this scheme,
a quantum code that can detect the action of the system-
bath interaction Hamiltonian on the system is chosen.
Then, using the stabilizers of the code a penalty Hamil-
tonian whose ground subspace is protected against the in-
duced errors is constructed. By construction, logical op-
erators of any stabilizer quantum code commute with the
stabilizer operators and hence with the penalty Hamilto-
nian. Therefore the structure of the code allows using
logical operators of the code to perform arbitrary com-
putation in the ground subspace of the penalty Hamilto-
nian, which penalizes any excitation out of the codespace.
This approach has been generalized and its performance
in non-Markovian [4] and Markovian [5, 6] environments
have been studied.
However, the experimental feasibility of any such
scheme is heavily dependent on the required extra re-
sources. In addition to the extra qubits, an important
consideration is the type of interactions, such as locality
of the interactions that need to be implemented. Even
if the dominant errors on the system are one-local, a
penalty Hamiltonian that is constructed using any (sub-
space) stabilizer codes requires at least four-local inter-
actions [3]. More generally, any commuting Hamiltonian
with a ground subspace protected against one-local errors
cannot be implemented using two-body interactions [7].
As strong controllable high-weight interactions are hard
to engineer, it is important to know whether error sup-
pression is possible using lower-weight interactions.
Going beyond commuting Hamiltonians, recently it
has been shown that using subsystem codes one can con-
struct a non-commuting two-body Hamiltonian capable
of suppressing general one-local errors [8, 9]. This reduc-
tion in the locality of the penalty Hamiltonian makes
them experimentally more feasible. For example, us-
ing Josephson phase-slip qubits implementation of such
a penalty Hamiltonians, with strong static two-body in-
teractions and no local fields, can increase the effective
coherence time of qubits considerably [10]. Keeping the
penalty Hamiltonian two-local, we can ask what is the
minimum locality of an encoded computational Hamilto-
nian. Any logical operator has to be at least two-local to
be different from one-local errors. Therefore, encoding
a Hamiltonian by individually replacing each qubit with
its logical counterpart (block encoding), would encode a
two-local interaction into a four-local interaction. Two-
local constructions to embed Hamiltonians while sup-
pressing general one-local errors have been found for lim-
ited Hamiltonians, such as an Ising chain in a transverse
field [9].
The ground-state computation using the Ising chain
in a transverse field is unlikely to be universal, but with
a fast control of local fields, and therefore going out of
the ground space, the chain is already powerful enough
to simulate any other Hamiltonian and hence is compu-
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2tationally universal [11, 12]. Until now, it has been left
open whether a non-perturbative two-local construction
that can encode a universal adiabatic quantum computa-
tion while suppressing one-local errors is possible. Here
we answer this question affirmatively.
Here we present a subsystem code whose gauge opera-
tors, single qubit logical operators, and products of two
logical operators of the same type (up to a gauge opera-
tor) are all two-local operators. Then we show how this
code can be used to encode universal adiabatic quantum
computations while suppressing one-local errors. Unlike
previous constructions, the penalty Hamiltonians and the
encoded Hamiltonians do not necessarily commute, but
we will show that for our construction the undesirable ef-
fect of the penalty Hamiltonian on the computation can
be compensated by a simple modification of the imple-
mented Hamiltonians. In addition, in a no-go theorem,
we show that requiring the penalty Hamiltonian to com-
mute with the encoded Hamiltonian limits the geometry
of the Hamiltonians that can be protected. In particular,
we show that, using general all-two-local CSS-type sub-
system codes, it is not possible to protect Hamiltonians
beyond an Ising chain in a transverse field.
Introduction to subsystem codes– We first briefly re-
view subsystem stabilizer codes [13] which are the gen-
eralization of subspace stabilizer codes [14]. In short,
subsystem stabilizer codes can be thought as subspace
stabilizer codes where some of the logical qubits are not
used to store information, ignoring the errors that occur
on these logical qubits.
More formally, any subspace stabilizer code is defined
by an Abelian group S of Pauli operators, where the
codespace is the simultaneous +1 eigenstates of the group
elements. The set of operators that are included in S de-
termine the error-detecting properties of the code. Any
Pauli error that anti-commutes with at least one element
of S takes a codestate to a state out of the codespace and
hence is a detectable error. The set of Pauli operators
that are not in S but keep it invariant, C(S)/S, perform
logical operations in the codespace. In subsystem codes,
these operators are partitioned into two commuting set of
Pauli operators: set of gauge operators A and set of log-
ical operators L. This partitioning induces a subsystem
structure in the codespace [15].
The (non-Abelian) gauge group is defined as G =
〈S,A〉. Logical operators that preserve the codespace
and act trivially on the gauge subsystem are called bare-
logical operators, as opposed to dressed-logical operators
that also preserve the codespace but can act non-trivially
in the gauge subsystem.
The relaxed criterion, allowing errors to act on the
gauge subsystem in the codespace, makes subsystem
codes more powerful in some cases. Subsystem codes
such as the Bacon-Shor code [16, 17] require simpler syn-
drome measurements, leading to surprisingly good er-
ror correction performances [18–20]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that under the locality constraint, subsys-
tem codes can encode more information comparing to
subspace codes [21].
To protect a given computational Hamiltonian Hs
against a set of errors, we choose a subsystem code that
can detect the errors. Then a (non-commuting) penalty
Hamiltonian is constructed using the elements of the
gauge group of the code:
Hp = −
∑
gi∈G
gi . (1)
By construction, the ground subspace of Hp is protected
against the targeted set of errors. To perform the de-
sired computation, an encoded computational Hamilto-
nian H¯s is constructed by replacing each operator in Hs
with the corresponding logical operator of the code. H¯s
performs the desired computation in the ground subspace
of the penalty Hamiltonians, which is a protected sub-
space against errors.
Encoding H¯s using bare-logical operators of a code
guarantees that it commutes with the penalty Hamilto-
nian Hp, and hence the penalty Hamiltonian does not in-
terfere with the computation. Constructing H¯s + EpHp
using subsystem codes, in Ref. [9] general conditions
guaranteeing protection against errors and also perfor-
mance bounds have been derived. In addition, some ex-
amples of two-local Hamiltonians capable of suppressing
one-local errors were introduced. One of the examples
is Ising chain (without local field) in a transverse field.
It was left open whether it is possible to extend such a
two-local construction to encode universal Hamiltonian
computation while suppressing local errors.
We first show that using bare-logical operators of any
CSS subsystem code whose gauge group can be gener-
ated using two-local interactions, including the general-
ized Bacon-Shor subsystem codes [21, 22], one cannot
encode systems beyond the transverse field Ising chain
introduced in Ref. [9].
Theorem 1. Consider any nontrivial (with distance at
least two) stabilizer subsystem code of CSS type with a
gauge group that can be generated using XX and ZZ in-
teractions. Then the weight of an X-type (Z-type) single-
qubit bare-logical operator is lower-bounded by the num-
ber of Z-type (X-type) bare-logical operators acting on its
supporting logical qubits.
Proof. See the Supplementary Material (SM).
For example, consider a subsystem code which has a
set of weight-two gauge group generators, and has weight-
two bare-logical operators {Z¯1, Z¯1Z¯2, Z¯1Z¯3}. Then X¯1
has to be at least three-local. Therefore even to
generate bare-logical operations equivalent to a sim-
ple set of interactions such as {Z¯1, Z¯1Z¯2, Z¯1Z¯3, X¯1}
or {Z¯1Z¯2, Z¯1Z¯3, Z¯1Z¯4, X¯1}, physical interactions with a
3weight larger than two are required. From this we con-
clude that using this scheme with bare-logical encoding,
one cannot go beyond the encoding of an Ising chain in
a transverse field as constructed in Ref. [9].
Ising chain in a transverse field, with fast control on
the transverse field, is already powerful enough to simu-
late any other Hamiltonian and hence is computationally
universal [11, 12]. But ground-state computation using
the Ising chain in a transverse field is unlikely to be uni-
versal [23].1
To circumvent this limitation, we consider encoding
using dressed logical operators.
A fully two-local code– Here we present a [[6k, 2k, 2]]
quantum subsystem code (it encodes 2k logical qubits
into 6k physical qubits and can detect arbitrary 1-local
errors) with the property that a complete set of its gauge
group generators, single qubit logical operators {X¯i, Z¯i},
and also the product of any two logical operators of the
same type {X¯iX¯j , Z¯iZ¯j , Y¯iY¯j} (up to a gauge operator)
can all be implemented using two-body interactions. In
Figure 1, the defining properties of this code are pre-
sented. In particular, the gauge group of the code is the
group generated by
G = 〈XBiXRi , XLiXLi+1 , ZBiZLi , ZRiZRi+1〉 ,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k. Single-qubit logical operators
can be defined as X¯i = XBiXLi and Z¯i = ZBiZRi .
Product of two logical operators X¯i and X¯j becomes
XBiXLiXBjXLj . Since XLiXLj is an element of the
gauge group, the two-body interaction XBiXBj imple-
ments X¯iX¯j up-to a gauge operator. Similarly Z¯iZ¯j and
Y¯iY¯j can be implemented using two-body interactions,
up-to a gauge operator. This code can be understood as
an example of Bravyi’s generalization of Bacon-Shor code
[21] (see the SM for details), also it can be interpreted as
a subsystem version of the code introduced in Ref. [24].
Encoding– Suppose we want to encode the following
universal Hamiltonian:
Hs(t) =
∑
i
aiXi +
∑
i
biZi +
∑
ij
cijXiXj +
∑
ij
dijZiZj .
(2)
If we replace each operator in this Hamiltonian with
the corresponding bare-logical operators of the intro-
duced code, the resulting Hamiltonian,
H¯s(t) =
∑
i
aiX¯i +
∑
i
biZ¯i +
∑
ij
cijX¯iX¯j +
∑
ij
dijZ¯iZ¯j ,
(3)
would be at least four-local. (Implementing X¯iX¯j and
Z¯iZ¯j require at least four-body interactions.) Instead, we
1 Since, for example, any Ising chain with transverse field can be
efficiently converted to a stoquastic Hamiltonian.
implement the following two-body physical Hamiltonian:
Hˆs(t) =
∑
i
aiXLiXBi +
∑
i
biZBiZRi
+
∑
ij
c′ijXBiXBj +
∑
ij
d′ijZBiZBj , (4)
where the notation of Fig. 1 is used. Later, we discuss
how to choose c′ij and d
′
ij . Re-writing this Hamiltonian
using the logical and gauge operators, we have
Hˆs(t) =
∑
i
aiX¯i +
∑
i
biZ¯i
+
∑
ij
c′ijX¯iX¯jg
x
ij +
∑
ij
d′ijZ¯iZ¯jg
z
ij . (5)
In other words, this physical two-local Hamiltonian im-
plements our desired computational Hamiltonian (up to
some gauge operators) using dressed-logical operators of
the code. Using dressed-logical operators, as opposed to
bare-logical operators, we can avoid the no-go theorem.
In general, the dressed-logical operators Z¯iZ¯jg
z
ij and
X¯iX¯jg
x
ij can couple the gauge subsystem and the infor-
mation subsystem. Since [Hˆs(t), Hp] 6= 0, the penalty
Hamiltonian can interfere with our desired computation.
But surprisingly, in what follows we show that in the
large penalty limit this coupling effect can be easily com-
pensated with a simple rescaling of the coefficients cij
and dij .
Although in Figure 1 the qubits appear to be on a
chain, the encoding described here works for Hamiltoni-
ans on a 2D lattice (see the SM). It is important to note
that this scheme encodes a geometrically local Hamilto-
nian into geometrically local Hamiltonian.
Also note that all the constructions and derivations
presented here can be extended to the case where Hs
in Eq. 2, the Hamiltonian we want to protect, includes
YiYj interactions as well. This is a result of the fact
that a logical Y¯iY¯j interaction can be implemented using
YBiYBj physical interactions.
Large penalty limit– In this section, we prove that
in the large energy penalty limit, not only the system
becomes decoupled from the bath, but it also faithfully
performs the computation we encode. More precisely, in
the Supplementary Material –without using perturbation
theory– we prove that by increasing the energy penalty
Ep the evolution generated by Hˆs(t)+EpHp+HB+HSB
becomes arbitrary close to the decoupled evolution gen-
erated by H¯s(t) +HB +EpHp. But here it is instructive
to study the effective Hamiltonian in the limit of large
Ep, using first order perturbation theory. Denoting the
ground subspace of the penalty Hamiltonians Hp by Π0,
and assuming that the initial state is prepared in this
subspace, Hˆs(t) + EpHp + HB + HSB in the large Ep
limit effectively becomes Π0(Hˆs(t) +HB +HSB)Π0.
Since Hp acts non-trivially only on the system,
clearly the bath Hamiltonian HB commutes with Π0.
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FIG. 1: Description of the [[6k, 2k, 2]] subsystem code: Blue lines represent XX interactions and orange lines
represent ZZ interactions. A set of generators of the gauge group of the code are presented in right panel. A set of
logical operators are presented in the left panel.
In what follows we will show that Π0HSBΠ0 = 0
and Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 = Π0H¯s(t)Π0 = Π0H¯s(t). Combing
these confirms that the effective Hamiltonian becomes
Π0(H¯s(t)+HB) which is the desired computation decou-
pled from the environment.
The rest of this section is devoted to prove that
Π0HSBΠ0 = 0 and Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 = Π0H¯s(t). These
two properties are consequences of the specific form of
the penalty Hamiltonian, i.e., the fact that the penalty
Hamiltonian does not have positive off-diagonal elements
and also includes a complete set of gauge group genera-
tors.
Lemma 1.1. Let Hp = −
∑
gi∈G′ gi, where G
′ is a set of
X-type and Z-type gauge operators that can generate the
gauge group G. Denote the projector to ground subspace
of Hp by Π0. Then
1. Any ground state of Hp is stabilized by the stabi-
lizers of the subsystem code, defined as S = G ∩
Centralizer(G) [25, 26].
2. Π0giΠ0 is proportional to Π0, i.e. Π0giΠ0 = αiΠ0.
Proof. See the Supplementary Material.
The first part of the Lemma guarantees that the
ground subspace of the penalty Hamiltonian is in the
codespace and hence can detect any local error σα, i.e.
Π0σαΠ0 = 0. By assumption, the system part of the in-
teraction Hamiltonian is one-local, i.e. HSB =
∑
σα ⊗
Bα, and therefore
Π0HSBΠ0 = 0. (6)
To simplify Π0Hˆs(t)Π0, we note that by definition,
bare-logical operators leave the ground subspace of the
penalty Hamiltonian invariant, i.e., we have [X¯i,Π0] =
[Z¯i,Π0] = 0, and therefore
Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 = Π0[
∑
i
aiX¯i +
∑
i
biZ¯i
+
∑
ij
c′ijX¯iX¯jΠ0g
x
ijΠ0 +
∑
ij
d′ijZ¯iZ¯jΠ0g
z
ijΠ0]. (7)
The second part of Lemma 1.1 states that the effect of
gauge operators in ground subspace of the penalty Hamil-
tonian is just a trivial energy shift: Π0gijΠ0 = αijΠ0,
where αij is a scalar. Therefore, we have
Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 = Π0[
∑
i
aiX¯i +
∑
i
biZ¯i
+
∑
ij
αxijc
′
ijX¯iX¯j +
∑
ij
αzijd
′
ijZ¯iZ¯j ]. (8)
Choosing c′ij =
cij
αxij
and d′ij =
dij
αzij
we get Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 =
Π0H¯s(t)Π0, i.e., the effective Hamiltonian is identical to
the desired Hamiltonian of Equation 3.
It is crucial that the rescaling ratios αij are indepen-
dent of the computation; they only depend on the penalty
Hamiltonian. For any penalty Hamiltonian these rescal-
ing ratios can be measured (and stored) as part of a one-
time calibration process. Also these coefficient are ex-
pected to be non-vanishing (see the SM), for example for
the symmetric compass model, a quantum model closely
related to the Bacon-Shor code [27], this ratio is around
0.5 [28].
Note that the penalty Hamiltonian can be gapless,
i.e., energy gap protection against errors decreases with
5increasing the system size. Therefore to maintain the
same level of protection, we have to scale up the inter-
actions of the penalty Hamiltonian. For the transverse
field Ising spin Chain, the gap decreases linearly with
the number of qubits [9] and for the full compass model
it exhibits a power-law behavior [28]. Nevertheless, in
general, the minimum gap of the computational Hamil-
tonian can decrease exponentially. (For example, for an
adiabatic quantum optimizer with a final Hamiltonian
that encodes an NP-hard problem [29].) Therefore the
polynomially decreasing gap of the penalty Hamiltonian
can provide significant protection against error for a large
range of system sizes.
Discussions.– Adiabatic quantum computation offers
some intrinsic robustness against noise due to the energy
gap in the system [1, 30, 31]. The Hamiltonians con-
structed to solve NP-hard problems, such as the quan-
tum adiabatic optimization algorithms [29], have expo-
nentially decreasing gaps and therefore additional meth-
ods of error suppression are desirable. In this work, we
have shown how to embed and protect universal Hamil-
tonians against local errors, using two-body interactions.
For this purpose, we introduced a new error detecting
code whose logical operators capable of universal AQC
have a minimum weight. Since stable two-body inter-
actions are experimentally more accessible than higher-
local interactions, we expect an immediate application
of our scheme in near-term quantum devices. Further-
more, our approach shows how to use simpler two-body
interactions to effectively generate protected logical in-
teractions with higher locality, and therefore we expect
our approach to be useful in developing noise-resilient
perturbative gadgets.
Note added: A result similar to Theorem 1, but lim-
ited to Bravyi’s generalization of Bacon-Shor code, has
been independently derived by P. Lisonek, A. Roy, and
S. Trandafir using a different approach.
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Error bound
We prove that by increasing the energy penalty Ep the evolution generated by Hˆs(t) +EpHp +HB +HSB becomes
arbitrary close to the decoupled evolution generated by H¯s(t)+HB+EpHp. To do so, we invoke the following theorem
of Ref. [9]:
Theorem 2. (Theorem 2 in Ref. [9]) Let Hp =
∑
i λiΠi be the eigen-decomposition of Hp, and the projector to
the initial state be P =
∑
i∈I Πi. Denote the unitary evolutions generated by HV = H0 + EpHp + V and HW =
H0 + EpHp +W , where W =
∑
i∈I ΠiVΠi, respectively by UV and UW . Assume [H0, Hp] = [H0, P ] = 0 and denote
the final time by T . Then:
‖UV (T )P − UW (T )P‖ ≤ (9)
‖K(T )‖+ T (‖V ‖+ ‖W‖)sup
t
‖K(t)‖+ T sup
t
‖[K(t), H0(t)]‖ , (10)
where
‖K(t)‖ ≤ 2
Ep
∑
a 6=a′
‖V −W‖
|λa − λa′ | . (11)
Our desired bound can be derived by plugging in H0 =
∑
a ΠaHˆs(t)Πa + HB , P = Π0, V =
∑
a6=a′ ΠaHˆs(t)Πa′ +
HSB , and W = Π0VΠ0 = Π0HSBΠ0.
Since ||V || and ||W || are independent of Ep, in the large penalty limit the evolution generated by H0 +EpHp +V =
Hˆs(t) +EpHp +HB +HSB gets close to H0 +EpHp +W =
∑
a ΠaHˆs(t)Πa +EpHp +HB + Π0HSBΠ0. As discussed
in the main text, using the error detecting property of the code, we have Π0HSBΠ0 = 0.
Since the remaining terms all commute with the projector to the initial state, we have T exp( ∫ T
0
(
∑
a ΠaHˆs(t)Πa +
EpHp + HB)dt
)
Π0 = Texp
( ∫ T
0
(Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 + EpHp + HB)dt
)
Π0, and hence the effective Hamiltonian is equal to
Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 + EpHp + HB . As discussed in the main text, we have Π0Hˆs(t)Π0 = Π0H¯s(t)Π0 which concludes the
proof.
Spectral properties of the penalty Hamiltonian
Lemma 2.1. Let Hp = −
∑
gi∈G′ gi, where G
′ is a set of X-type and Z-type gauge operators that can generate the
gauge group G. Denote the projector to ground subspace of Hp by Π0. Then
71. Any ground state of Hp is stabilized by the stabilizers of the subsystem code, defined as S = G∩Centralizer(G).
2. The ground state of Hp is exactly 2
k degenerate, where k is the number of logical qubits of the code.
3. Π0giΠ0 is proportional to Π0, i.e. Π0giΠ0 = ciΠ0.
The observation that the ground space of the penalty Hamiltonian is in the codespace has been pointed out in
Refs. [25, 26]. The second and third statements are appearing for the first time but are related to Lemma 5 and
Proposition 7 of Ref [25].
Proof. First note that all the bare-logical operators and stabilizers commute with all gi and hence with Hp. We
denote the eigenvalues of the Z-type bare-logical operator Z¯i by zi ∈ {−1, 1}, and denote the eigenvalues of the Z-type
stabilizers Szi by si ∈ {−1, 1}. We collectively represent the values of zi by z, and the values of si by s. Therefore we
have
Hp =
⊕
z
⊕
s
Hz,s . (12)
Note that Hp is independent of the Z-type bare-logical operator. Therefore if we use the sectors indexed by z to
represent Hp, it becomes a block-diagonal matrix with identical blocks of
H =
⊕
s
Hz,s (13)
(hence omitting the z subscript from H). To prove the second and third statements of the lemma, we prove that the
ground state of H is non-degenerate.
In every (z, s)-subspace the restricted Hamiltonian Hz,s is an irreducible symmetric matrix with non-positive off-
diagonal elements in the computational basis. Non-positivity of the off-diagonal elements follows from the fact the
only terms in Hp that generate off-diagonal elements are X-type operators with negative coefficients. Since a complete
set of X-type generators are included in Hp, in each (z, s)-sector we can transverse from any computational state to
any other computational state using a sequence of X-type gauge operators. Therefore Hz,s is irreducible.
By Perron-Frobenius theorem 1) Hz,s has a unique ground state in the corresponding sector and 2) the amplitudes
of the ground state in each sector are positive. Since X-type stabilizers commute with Hz,s, we conclude that the
unique ground state of Hz,s is also an eigenvector of all X-type stabilizers. It is the eigenvector corresponding to
eigenvalue +1 (and not the eigenvalue −1), as the amplitudes of the ground state are positive, and an X-type operator
can only shuffle the amplitudes but cannot change their sign.
The first statement can be proved as follows. Since Hp can be written as a direct sum of Hz,s terms (Eq. 12),
any ground state of Hp can be written as a linear sum of ground states of Hz,s terms. As all the X-type stabilizers
stabilize the unique ground state of each Hz,s, they also stabilize any ground state of Hp. Replacing the role of X and
Z operators, we can similarly prove that any ground state of Hp is stabilized by the Z-type stabilizers of the code.
This proves the first statement.
To prove the second statement, we note that since any ground state of Hp is stabilized by the Z-type stabilizers of
the code, we conclude that the ground state of H has to be in ∀i : si = +1 sector (s = −→+1). We already established
that ground state of each Hz,s, and in particular the sectors corresponding to s =
−→
+1, is unique. Therefore we
conclude that the ground state of H =
⊕
sHz,s is unique.
The third statement in the lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that Π0 can be written as
⊕
z |ψ˜0〉〈ψ˜0| (the
second statement) and the fact that gauge operators commute with all the logical operators, hence can be written as
gi =
⊕
z g˜i. From this we conclude that:
Π0giΠ0 =
⊕
z
|ψ˜0〉〈ψ˜0|g˜i|ψ˜0〉〈ψ˜0| = 〈ψ˜0|g˜i|ψ˜0〉
⊕
z
|ψ˜0〉〈ψ˜0| = 〈ψ˜0|g˜i|ψ˜0〉Π0, (14)
where we have used the crucial fact that both |ψ˜0〉 and g˜i are independent of z.
8Remarks
By definition, bare-logical operators of any subsystem code commute with all the elements of its gauge group.
This commutation relation induces a tensor structure on the full Hilbert space H ∼= Hlogical ⊗Hrest [15]. Checking
this property is easy for our introduced quantum code. In the left hand side of Fig. 1 bare-logical operators are
presented in the canonical form: 2k pairs of Pauli operators that anti-commute if they have the same index, and
commute otherwise. Hence the logical operators generate the full algebra on the 2k logical qubits. Therefore any
gauge operator, e.g. operators in the right hand side of Fig. 1, can be written as gij = U(I
⊗2k ⊗ g˜ij)U† for some U .
It follows that the penalty Hamiltonian or generally any operator that is only composed of gauge operators, can
be written as Hp = U(I
⊗2k ⊗ H˜p)U† and the projector to the ground subspace of Hp can be written as Π0 =
U(I⊗2k ⊗ Π˜0)U†. In general there is no constraint on the rank of Π˜0. As was shown in Lemma 1.1, if Hp includes of
a complete set of generators of the gauge group then Π˜0 has rank one. Hence,
Π0gijΠ0 = U(I ⊗ |ψ0〉 〈ψ0|gˆij |ψ0〉 〈ψ0|)U† (15)
= 〈ψ0|gˆij |ψ0〉Π0, (16)
which is the third statement of the Lemma 1.1.
The re-scaling ratio 〈ψ0|gˆij |ψ0〉 is upper-bounded by 1 as gˆij is a Pauli operator with eigenvalues ±1. We do not
expect these values to be vanishingly small because of the following observation:
By Perron-Frobenius theorem, the ground state |ψ〉 has only positive amplitudes. Consider an XX gauge operator.
XX |ψ〉 also only has positive amplitudes. Therefore 〈ψ|XX|ψ〉 is a sum of positive numbers, and there is no
cancelation by negative numbers. (Hp is symmetric with respect to switching the role of XX and ZZ and therefore
the same observation holds for 〈ψ|ZZ|ψ〉.) Indeed for a full quantum compass model, the value of 〈XX〉 is around
0.5 [28]. (See Figure 5 of Ref. [28], where for the symmetric compass model 〈XX〉 is around 0.5.)
Note that the exact value of the rescaling ratio depends on the architecture of Hp, for example, whether the
architecture is 1D or 2D. But for a particular architecture capable of performing universal quantum computation one
might be able to analytically evaluate the rescaling ratio by designing the penalty Hamiltonian. Even if the analytical
calculation is not feasible for a particular architecture, for any penalty Hamiltonian these rescaling ratios can be easily
measured (and stored) as part of a one-time calibration process (by setting the computational Hamiltonian to zero
and measuring the energies of the gauge operators).
2D Layout
The quantum code described in the main text is capable of encoding any 2D Hamiltonian. Depicting XX interac-
tions by blue lines and ZZ interactions by orange lines the penalty Hamiltonian and logical operators are presented
in Figure 2.
The proposed code in the form of generalized Bacon-Shor code of Ref. [21]
As introduced in Ref. [21], any square binary matrix A defines a generalized Bacon-Shor code. Each non-zero
elements of A represents a physical qubit. The gauge group G is generated by XaXb operator for each pair of qubits
a, b in the same row and ZaZb operators for each pair of qubits a, b in the same column.
All the properties of this code can be related to properties of the A matrix. The number of logical qubits encoded
is equal to the rank of A over F2 and the code distance is the minimum weight of the non-zero vectors in the row
space and the non-zero vectors in the column space. So we have [[n, k, d]] = [[|A|, rank(A),min{drow, dcol}]], where
|A| denotes the Hamming weight of matrix A.
In this notation, our proposed code can be represented using the following A matrix:
A =

1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
1 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
1 0 0 1 . . . 0 0
...
...
1 0 0 0... 1 0
1 0 0 0... 0 1
0 1 1 1... 1 1

(2k+1)×(2k+1)
. (17)
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(b) Logical operators
FIG. 2: Configuration of the code to encode Hamiltonians defined on a 2D lattice
To relate this matrix to the arrangement of the qubits in Figure 1, we can associate the diagonal non-zero elements
in the matrix with the black qubits in Figure 1, the elements in the first column with the red qubits and the elements
in the last row with the lavender qubits.
It is straightforward to check that [[n, k, d]] = [[|A|, rank(A),min{drow, dcol}]] = [[6k, 2k, 2]].
Gauge operators in the canonical form
The code uses 6k physical qubits and two stabilizers. Therefore, the dimension of the codespace is 26k/22 = 26k−2.
The logical interactions X¯i = XBiXLi and Z¯i = ZBiZRi (the left-hand side of Figure 1) define 2k qubits in the
information subsystem. A canonical representation of the remaining 4k − 2 qubits in the gauge subsystem can be
defined using the following pairs of operators:
∀1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1 : XLiXLi+1 ,
i∏
j=1
ZLjZBj (18)
∀1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1 : ZRiZRi+1 , XiL2k
2k∏
j=i+1
XLjXBjXRj , (19)
These (8k−4) operators plus the two stabilizers generate the gauge group. Another set of 8k−2 generators, consists
of the two-body operators {XBiXRi , XLiXLi+1 , ZBiZLi , ZRiZRi+1}, depicted in the right-hand side of Figure 1.
Example: Penalty Hamiltonian for the [[6, 2, 2]] code
Hp = −(XL1XL2 +XB1XR1 +XB2XR2 + ZL1ZB1 + ZL2ZB2 + ZR1ZR2) (20)
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FIG. 3: Description of the [[6, 2, 2]] subsystem code
First, we define a new set of operators as follows:
(X¯1 =)XL1XB1 → Xˆ1 (21)
(Z¯1 =)ZB1ZR1 → Zˆ1 (22)
(X¯2 =)XL2XB2 → Xˆ2 (23)
(Z¯2 =)ZB2ZR2 → Zˆ2 (24)
which correspond to logical qubits, and
XL1XL2 → Xˆ3 (25)
ZL1ZB1 → Zˆ3 (26)
XB2XR2 → Xˆ4 (27)
ZR1ZR2 → Zˆ4 (28)
(29)
which correspond to gauge qubits, and
XL1XL2XB1XR1XB2XR2 → Xˆ5 (30)
ZR1 → Zˆ5 (31)
XL2 → Xˆ6 (32)
ZL1ZL2ZB1ZR1ZB2ZR2 → Zˆ6 (33)
corresponding to the stabilizers and error generators. (See the previous section for the mapping for any k).
These 6 pairs of operators with a hat are in canonical form and generate the full algebra for a 6 qubit Hilbert space.
This is basically the recipe for U in Hp = U(I
⊗2k ⊗ H˜p)U†.
We can rewrite the penalty Hamiltonian using these operators as:
Hp = I ⊗ I ⊗ (−Xˆ3 − Xˆ5Xˆ3Xˆ4 − Xˆ4 − Zˆ3 − Zˆ6Zˆ3Zˆ4 − Zˆ4) (34)
One can check that indeed the ground state of H˜p is unique, and α = 0.6667 in this case.
Limitations on the the algebra generated by two-local bare-logical operations in Bravyi’s subsystem codes
Here we prove that the bare-logical operations that can be performed using weight-two operators in Bravyi’s
generalization of Bacon-Shor subsystem codes Ref. [21] are limited. In particular, we show that they require bare-
logical operators with weight larger than two to be able to generate logical operations equivalent to a simple set of
interactions such as {Z1, Z1Z2, Z1Z3, X1} or {Z1Z2, Z1Z3, Z1Z4, X1}. Therefore, using Bravyi’s subsystem code and
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only using two-local interactions (with bare-logical encoding) one cannot go beyond the encoding of an Ising chain in
a transverse field as constructed in Ref. [9].
The proof goes as follows:
1. First a couple of reminders from Bravyi’s original paper [21]:
(a) X-type logical operators and X-type stabilizers are a combination of columns of matrix A (Eq. 8 of Ref. [21])
(b) Z-type logical operators and Z-type stabilizers are a combination of rows of matrix A, (Eq. 9 of Ref. [21])
(c) The distance of the code is the minimum weight of columns and rows in the space of columns and rows
(Theorem 2 in Ref. [21]). Therefore to have d > 1, each column and row of A have at least two non-zero
elements.
2. We require that the bare-logical operator Z1 and also bare-logical operators Z1Z2, Z1Z3 all can be implemented
using two-body interactions (each up to a Z-type stabilizer freedom). As the weight of each rows of A is at least
two, each of these three interactions has to be a distinct row of A. (Note that an interaction described by two
rows of A requires at least 4-body interaction and so on.)
3. Similarly a bare-logical X1 (up to a X-type stabilizer) has to be presentable with a single columns of A. But
such an interaction has to anticommute with Z1, Z1Z2, Z1Z3. As these three interactions are distinct rows of
A, this means that a bare logical X1 has to have at least three non-zero elements in the corresponding rows!
Therefore X1 cannot be two-local.
Similar argument works for {Z1Z2, Z1Z3, Z1Z4, X1}.
No-go theorem: General CSS codes
Theorem 3. Consider any nontrivial (d > 1) stabilizer subsystem code of CSS type with a gauge group that can be
generated using XX and ZZ interactions. Then the weight of an X-type (Z-type) single-qubit bare-logical operator is
lower-bounded by the number of Z-type (X-type) bare-logical operators acting on its supporting logical qubits.
Proof. First, note that for any code that can detect any single error, each physical qubit has to be acted upon with
at least two gauge generators with different types. Therefore for each physical qubit, there are at least two gauge
generators that their action anti-commute on this qubit.
Let L¯1 and L¯2 be two distinct two-local bare-logical operators of the same type. We show that the support of L¯1
and L¯2 cannot overlap, i.e., they act on a distinct set of physical qubits.
To see this, note that, clearly, any two distinct two-local operators of the same type can at most overlap on one
physical qubit (otherwise, they are not distinct!) Assume that they overlap on only one physical qubit. By definition,
bare-logical operators have to commute with all the gauge operators. But this is not possible since, as discussed
earlier, there always exists a weight-two gauge operator that anti-commutes with either L¯1 or L¯2 (there always exists
a gauge operator whose action on the overlapping qubit is different from the type of L¯1 and L¯2.) This leads to a
contradiction and we conclude that the supports of the two bare-logical operators of the same type cannot overlap.
Suppose L¯1 to L¯m are distinct two-local bare-logical operators of the same type whose actions on logical qubit a
commutes. Then implementing the single logical operator that anti-commuted with the action of all these operators
on the logical qubit a requires m-body interaction. This trivially follows from the fact that L¯1 and L¯2 are supported
on a non-overlapping set of qubits and the support of any operator that anti-commutes with all of them has to overlap
with their support.
